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1. Introduct ion 
This paper is concerned with solutions of elliptic partial differential equations 
in three variables when there is an axis of symmetry. The simplest example 
is Laplace's equation in x, y, and z. Solutions which are symmetric about the 
z-axis are then functions u (r, z) of z and r 2--- x 2 + y*, satisfying 
(1.1) Lk[u]=u , ,+kr -Xu ,+u , ,=O,  k : l .  
I t  is well known that  solutions of (t.1) which are regular in a region R of r > 0 ,  
having as part of its boundary a segment 2 of the ~-axis, are uniquely determined 
in all of R by their values on 2 if those values are real analytic. I t  can be shown 
that  the function u (0, z) is analytic for complex ~ = z + i ~ in R, and the uniquely 
determined u (r, z) is given by  the so-called "Laplace integral", 
r 
f "(o,,+ircosO)ao. (t .2) ~ (r, z) = ~-  
0 
Various extensions of the above ideas suggest themselves. A harmonic function 
in (n + 2 )  variables z, xx . . . . .  x,+ x, symmetric about the z-axis is a function 
u(r,z) which satisfies equation (IA) when k = n  and r~'=x~+ ... +x*,+l. An 
equation of a similar form arises if we decompose a. three dimensional harmonic 
function Q(x, y, z) -~o  (r, 0, z) with r*=  x* + y* and 0 = arctan y/x into a Fourier 
series 
w (r, 0, z) = ~ [a, (r) cos n 0 + b. (r) sin n 0] .  
n 
In this case the functions r"a, and r"b, satisfy equation (t.t) with k----2n--1. 
WEINST~ZiZr in a series of papers has studied equation (1.t) for an arbitrary k; 
see, for example, WEINSTEIN [1] as well as the work of ERD~LYI [2]. 
The particular extension we wish to discuss in detail is due "to HESRICl [3], 
[4], [5]. Let. e [u] denote the differential operator 
e[u]=a(z) u, +b(z) u. 
HENRICI has studied the equation 
(t .3) L~ [u] + e [u] = o 
25* 
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when a and b are analytic functions of a complex variable z in some region R 
containing a portion ~t of the real z-axis and are real on 2. He showed by a 
power series argument [3] that  for k > 0  any solution u(r, z) of (1.3), which is 
analytic on r-----0, is uniquely determined by  its values on r-=-0. The following 
interesting observation was also made by him. Let u 0 (r, z) be a solution of t h e  
equation 
(t .4) 
such that  
The integral 
(I.5) 
zo [%] +'e [%] = o 
Uo (o, z) - -  I (z). 
P(r, z; 1) = C, f u o (r cos O, z) sink-lO d~ 
0 
1I 
where C~l=fs ink - l tgdO and k>O is a solution of equation (1,3) such that  
0 
9 P(o, z; I )= / ( z ) .  
Having established (t.5), HENRICI proceeds by the operator method of 
BERGMAN [8]. The analyticity of a and b imply that  the function uo(r, z) is 
analytic, and hence one may permit r and z to be complex. Upon introducing 
the new variables ~ = z + i r ,  and ~ * = z - - i r ,  equation (t.4) is converted into 
a formally hyperbolic equation. The method of RIEMANN is now applicable 
and yields an integral representation for u 0 in terms of / .  When this representation 
is substituted into (1.5), one obtains a second representation of the form 
(t.6) P(r, z;/) = f K(r, z, O) ](z + i r cos O) dtg, 
0 
a generalization of (t .2). I t  is shown that  all solutions of (1.3) which are analytic 
on a portion of the z-axis have such a representation with ] (r u (0, ~). 
HENRICI used formula (1.6) to transfer expansion theorems for analytic 
functions of a complex variable to solutions of (1.4), thus generating complete 
sets of solutions. The interest of the authors was prompted by a desire to discuss 
boundary-value problems for equations of the type (t.3) by translating them 
into information about the associated analytic functions. The in;cersion formulas 
which give the function / in (t.6) in terms of ~P are then of some interest. Some 
success has been' achieved in this program in the special case e Iu] =/~ u, k* a 
constant, [fi] and [7]. 
The present paper presents our contributions to the general theory. We 
remove the restriction that  the coefficients in e [u] depend only on z. In order 
to minimize the computations, however, we limit ourselves to the equation 
(1.7) Ll[u] + q(r, z) u=O, 
where q is an entire function of r * and z. In the next section we 'shall give a 
proof of the uniqueness theorem whicl~ will illustrate once again ' the intimate 
connection between elliptic partial differential equations with analytic coefficients 
and hyperbolic partial differential equations. Section 3 is mainly devoted to 
obtaining an analog of the representation (1.6). This is accomplished by con- 
structing a convergent successive approximation procedure from which we can  
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construct the kernel in (I .6). In addition to this, we discuss some useful pro- 
perties of this kernel. Following this, we discuss the connection between the 
regularity of the solution of equation (1.7) and the analytici ty of the boundary 
data  at r =  0 of this solution. We conclude with the case for which q is inde- 
pendent of z, put t ing special emphasis on a discussion of several special inversion 
formulas. 
2. The Uniqueness  Theo rem 
We shall define a semi-region R x to be an open, simply-connected set of the 
r-z plane, lying in r >  0 and such tha t  its boundary contains a single segment A 
of the axis. The closed interval 2:zl~_z<=z2 will be called an interior segment 
of A if for some ~ > 0  the rectangle W~: z~z<~z~,  0 < r < ~  lies entirely in R v 
Let us consider the equation 
(2.t) L(u) ---- u,, + r-~u, + u .  + q u = O  
where q(r, z) is an entire function of r ~ and z. A solution of (2.t) which is of 
class C 2 in the closure R of R 1 will be called a regular symmetric function (RSF) 
in R. 
We remark that  the continuity of u , ,  on A demands that  u, should vanish 
identically on A. I t  follows that  a RSF  can be continued as an even function 
of r to the image of R 1 with respect to the z-axis. Thus, there is no loss in generality 
if we consider a RSF in a region R consisting of a semi-r~gion R 1, its image 
with respect to the z axis and the segment A. 
Theorem 1. Let R be a region and 2 an interior segment r = 0 ,  zl<=z<=z~. 
Suppose that g (z) is a real analytic/unction o / z  on 2. Then there exists at most 
one R S F  u(r, z) in R, such that u(O,z)=g(z) on 2. 
The first observation we wish to make  is tha t  a RSF  u (r, z) is a real analytic 
function of r and z in R. In the semi-region R 1, and its image this is obvious 
since u is a solution of an elliptic differential equation with analytic coefficients. 
In  order.to see tha t  u is also analytic on 2we observe tha t  the function ul (x, y, z) = 
u [(x 2 + y~)~, z/ is an axially-symmetric function in x, y and z in the cylinder C 
obtained by  rotat ing the closure of the rectangle W~ about the z axis. Moreover 
since u is a function of r 2 and is of class C 2 in r, we see that  u~ is of class C z in 
C and hence must  be analytic. Thus if z0E2, we have 
y, ,) = F X ZA npx'y'(Z- Zo) p 
r a n #  
Upon putt ing y-----0, so that  x = r ,  we have 
u(r, z) = ~'. ~.Amopxm(z--zo) O. 
In  view of the analytici ty of u, the theorem will be proved if we can show 
tha t  u is identically zero in any region containing 2, if g (z) vanishes on 2. Since 
u is analytic in W~, We m a y  continue u (r, z) as an analytic function into some 
region D for complex z while we retain r real. The extent of the region D is 
of no interest here save tha t  it should contain W~. 
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Let us denote the continued function by a (r, z). By the principle of per- 
manence of a functional equation we conclude that equation (2.t) still holds. 
We write z = z ' +  i z", and for a fixed z' =f l  in ;t we write a (r, fl + i z") = U(r, z"). 
In view of the equation (2A), U satisfies the hyperbolic equation 
(2.2) U,r + r-lUr - U,,,z,,q- Q(r, z") U = o ,  
in D for z '= f l  where now Q(r, z " )=q(r ,  f l + i z " ) .  Let D'  be that  subset of D 
obtained b y  letting r = 0  and z '= f l  and which therefore intersects 2. Since u 
is a RSF  we have that  u,(0, z ) ~ 0  on 2. Hence by" continuation a,(0, z)~-0 
in  D', and therefore 
(2.3) 4(0,  z " ) - o  on r 
where r is the intersection of D' and z' =ft .  Similarly, the vanishing of u (0, z) 
on 2 leads to 
(2.4) U(0, z") ~ 0  on ~. 
Since the segment y forms a part  of the boundary of D at z '=fl ,  we see that  
equations (2.2)--(2.4) provide an initial-value problem for a hyperbolic equation 
in two variables r and z". I t  differs from the usual problem only in that the 
data are given on a singular line. This problem was considered in [9] where 
it was shown that the function U must vanish in some neighborhqod of r = 0 .  
Since this is true for each fixed z' in 2, it follows that  u vanishes in some neighbor- 
hood of r = 0 .  Hence upon specializing to z " = 0 ,  u vanishes near r = 0 ,  and the 
proof is complete. 
3. Laplace integrals  
The uniqueness theorem we have just proved now suggests an existhnce 
theorem. As we shall.show in the next  section, however, such a theorem will 
be false without further restriction on g(z). The" appropriate existence theorem 
reads as follows. 
Theorem 2. Let g (~) be an analytic/unction o/the complex variable ~-=- z + i r 
in a region R with g real on A.  Then there exists a R S F  u (r, z) in R such that 
u (0, z) = g (z) on A.  
We shall prove this theorem by obtaining an analog of the Laplace integral 
0.2). We shall show that  for each q which is an entire function of r ~" and z, 
there exists a function E(r, z, t) which is analytic in r and z such that  the RSF 
of Theorem 2 has the representation 
z+ i r  
(3.t) u(r, z) = f E(r, z, t) g(t) dr. 
z-- i t  
Two observations may be noted. One is. that  E does not depend on the region R, 
and the second is that  the representation (3.t) for equation (t.1) reduces to (1.2). 
Beforewe establish the representation (3.1) it is instructive to indicat6 why 
it shouM be expected to hold. I t  has already been indicated that  the solutions 
of (2.t) are analytic functions of the complex variables r and z. In order to 
mal-~ this remark more useful, let us introduce, following [8], the complex 
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variables ~ = z  + i  r and $* = z - - i  r. Real r, z space is then characterized by 
~*----$. If we again denote by ~(r, z) the continuation of u (r, z) to complex r 
and z and put 
q~(~, ~*) = u [ r  --~*)/2i, (~ +r 
and 
Q(~, ~*)=r162 r +~*)/2], 
we find that equation (2.t) becomes 
t [ ~ .  - ~ ]  + ~ = o. (3.2) ~ ' - ~  2(~-r 
It is known that u(0, z )=g( z )  and u,(0, z)----0 on some segment of r----0. In 
the complex r, z space, r-----0 corresponds to ~=~*. Hence, in terms of r these 
conditions yield 
(3.3) r g (r 
and 
(3.4) (/)r #r 
on ~*-----~. 
Equations (3.2)--(3.4) show that q5 is, at least formally, the solution of a 
non-characteristic initial-value problem for a hyperbolic equation, the data being 
given on a singular line. Since the equation is linear, it may be expected that  
the method of Riemann will be applicable. Let the function ~(~, ~*, w, w*) 
satisfy the following hyperbolic equation and auxiliary conditions: 
' e o- .J + ' (3.5) ~r  + 2(Cr  (r162 
9 '(~, r ~, ~* )+  ~.(~,r ~, ~*) = o ,  (3.6) 2(w-r 
4 ~(r w*, w, ~ * ) -  ~ r  w*, ~, w*) = o  (3.7) 2(~-w*) 
and 
(3.8) ~V(w, w*, w, w*)=  t 
where equation (3-5) is the adjoint of equation (3.2). The existence of k~ may 
be established by observing that k~ is a solution of equation (3.2) in the variables 
w and w*. The equations (3.6)--(3.8) may thus be considered to provide con- 
ditions for a characteristic initial value problem for equation (3.2), the solution 
of which can be established by  the method of successive approximations. 
If we now assume' the existence of k~, it may be used in the standard manner 
to construct the solution of equation (3.2) which will satisfy (3.3) and (3.4). 
There is, however, one essential difference which reflects the singular nature 
of the problems. From (3.6)--(3.8) we find that 
and 
~(W'~*' w' ~*) t w - w * J  
~(~, w*, w, w*) / w - ~ *  J ' 
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I t  follows that  
~(w, w, w, w*)= 7qw*, w*, w, w*)= o. 
Hence the customary boundary terms in the Riemann contour representation 
vanish, and we obtain for the solution of the non-characteristic problem (3.2) 
to (3.4) an expression of the form 
w* 
(3.9) ~(w, w*) = f K(w, w*, ~) g (~) d~, 
to 
where K is a combination of ~ and its derivatives. If we now put w * = ~ ,  the 
representation (3.9) will yield an expression of the form of (3.t). 
The determination of the Riemann function ~ would be, in general, a formid- 
able task. Fortunately, all that  is needed is the particular combination K. For 
orientation let us consider the case q =  0. In this case the function ~ has been 
given by DARBOUX [10] in terms of the hypergeometric function, and (3.9) 
becomes [fi] 
to* 
(3.to/ ~(~, w*/= ~ fg(r -r - r162 
to 
Hence for (3.1) we obtain 
(3 u (r, z) --  - -  f g (r [(z - + r2 -, d ,  
Suppose now that  the line segment ~-=z + i  T, --r--~ z_~ r is contained in the 
domain of regularity of g(~). The substitution ~----z + i  r cos v q will convert the 
representation (3.tl) into the Laplace integral (1.2). 
We could make precise the steps we have indicated in arriving at (3.1), but  
it is possible simply to verify the final result. We write _N=(z - -~ )*+r  ~ and 
let H(r, z, ~) be an entire function of the complex variable ~ for all real r and z. 
Let ~ be the class'of functions h which are analytic in the region R, which we 
have taken to be symmetric with respect to the real z axis. We introduce linear 
transformations q~(') over ~ by 
*+i t  
(3 A 2) #(')(r, z; H; h) = -- i f H(r, z, r r " - ~  h (r d(  
*--i t  
where (r,z)ER and (Ez where n is a curve joining z - - J r  to z + i r  and lying 
entirely in R. We may summarize the properties of qS(~) as follows. 
Le mm a  1. (i) The value o/ ~(~) is independent o~ the curve n: 
(ii) qS(o)(0, z; H;  h) ----- H(0, z z) h (z) ; 
(iii) q~{")(0, z; H;  h) = 0, n > t ; 
#~ 'O(O,z ;H;h) :O,  n :> t ;  
and 
*+iv 
(iv) L[q~]0') = -- i f _ {L[H] F '~-~ + 4 (n -- 89 rn,, [HI F " - t }  h (~) d~, 
l t - i ~ '  
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where 
m ~ [ n ] = r H , + ( z - - ~ ) H x + n n .  
In (it) and (iii) the point (0, z) is to be on an interior segment o / R  ~ (r----0). 
To prove (i) we observe that  the only singularities of the integral are branch 
points of order ~- at ~ = z  4-i r. Any two curves joining these points and lying 
in R will thus enclose a domal~n on the Riemann surface o f / q  within which 
the integrand will be single-valued. Hence the integrals over the two curves 
will be the same. 
The proof of (it) and (iii) follows from a transformation of variables which 
we have already indicated. Since (0, z) is in an interior segment, the line ~---- z + i z, 
- -r_< ~ <  r lies entirely in R provided r is sufficiently small. For such an r we 
obtain, upon using (i), the value of ~5 (~) by integrating along this line. Upon 
introducing the variable z9 by the substitution ~ - - z = i r  cos v~, (3A2) assumes 
the form 
(3. t 2 a) 4(") (r, z; H;  h) = _I~ f H (r, z, z + i r cos v~) h (z + i r cos v~) r ~ ~ sin ~ ~ z9 d v~, 
0 
from which (it) and (iii) follow immediately. 
For n ~  2, the terms arising from the limits of integration in g}~"), ~b~/ and 
9 ~",) vanish b e c a u s e / '  is zero at both limits. Thus L[r  1 can be computed by 
differentiating under the integral sign, and establishing (iv) is an elementary 
computation. For n = 1, we could carry out the verification from (3A2), although 
some care would be necessary due to the singular nature of the derivatives of 
/'~ at ~ = z 4 - i r .  This difficulty may be avoided by using. (3.12a). Finally, 
the special case ~(~ z; l ;h~ is a solution of 0 . t )  with ~b(~ z; 1; h)=h(z),  
as we have already indicated. Thus we have 
x-}-i f 
(3.13) L[q~(~ z; 1; h)l = -- iz q(r,z) f h(~)F-89 
2- - iv  
Lemma t now suggests the following construction. Suppose we define the 
functions H ~') (r, z, ~) recursively by the relation 
(3A4) 4(n-- 89 1 , n>=l 
and H '~ 1. We shall prove the following result. 
Le mm a  2. There exists a unique set o/]unctions {H (~)} satis/ying (3A4) which 
are regular at r = O. I] ~ = ~ + i ~, the series 
S (r, z, ~) = ~ H ~ (r, z, 0 I~  
n = 0  
converges uni/ormly /or (r, z) and (~, ~t) in any closed bounded region R. 
Let us assume the validity of Lemma 2 for the present, so that  we may 
complete the proof of Theorem 2. From the uniform convergence of the series 
which defines S we can write 
* + i t  
i 
f S (r, z, 0 g (0 F -*  d~ q~(r, z ; / )  ---- -- -~- 
(3A5) ,-~, 
= ~ r jr, z; H('); g~ 
n = O  
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for any function g(~) regular in a region R. The integral is taken along any 
arbitrary curve joining z - - i t  to z + i r  and lying in R. From Lemma 1, the 
recurrence relation (3A4) and (3.i3) we have 
z + i r  z + i r  
o o  
LE,I : - -' q(,,z) f g(*) r - '  d* - y f {LEn''l r"-' - LEn"-l'  g(,) d* 
. n = l  x- - i t  2--$v 
z + i r  z+~r 
' e(,z)fg(r162 + ' f ~ g(~)L[n(~ - -0 .  
z - - i t  z - - i t  
I t  also follows from Lemma t that  r z, g)=g(z) and ~,(0, z; g) ~ 0 .  We have 
thus given an explicit construction for the function in Theorem 2 as 
u (r, z ) = O ( r ,  z;  g) . 
We now return to the proof of Lemma 2. First the new variables p = r  2, 
~ =( z - - ~ )  ~, E(")(~, ~,~)=H(-)(V~,~+V~,~) and Q(e, ~ , r  ~) are 
introduced. Equation (3A4) then becomes 
(3A6) 8 (n --~) [fl E~") + zE~ ") + nE(")/2] = M [ E  ("-1)] 
where 
M[E(--~] = 4Q E~o-~ + 4~--'~ + 4~E~-~) + 2 E~--~ + QE( "-~. 
Consider now the "straight lines" L~b given parametrically by  e = a  a, z = b a  
with a2+  b2= t,  a and b > 0  and a is a complex variable. On L.b 
Eg, ) + 9 E~, ) + n E(") dE(") ~- "- d 2 = a - g ~ -  + n~E(")=a2 2 ~-da E("). 
Hence along L~b, equation (3.t6) becomes an ordinary differential equation for 
E in) once we are given E (*-x). The requirement that  E(") remains finite as ~-+0 
yields o 
' {4a(rE~ -~) + 4E~"-~)+ 
(3A7) 8(n-~)  o 
+ 4 b a E W  ') + 2E~"-1) + pE(,-1)}da. 
We now propose to find a majorizing problem for the functions defined by 
(3A7) so that  we may investigate the convergence of the Series which defines 
S(r, z, ~). Let us suppose that  the points (r, z) and (}, ~) where ~----~+i~ are 
in a closed bounded domain. Then there exists a constant K such that  [r] ~ 'K,  
[z[ ~ [K[/2 and 1r <=K/2 and hence ['el ~ K *  and 171 ~K*.  Now we recall that  
q (r, z) is an entire function of r 2 and z. Hence, given any positive constant A, 
we can find a sufficiently large positive constant B such tha t*  
( , -  - 
9 Given the infinite series 5]. arnnp X'~X~XP~ a n d  [amnp] ~arn,p where ~rnnp~O for 
all m, n, p ~0. We write 
r 
and say that the second series dominates the first one. This dominance is also pre- 
served under differentiation and integration [8, p. 289]. 
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for Ir IVoI and I1/~1 <A. Given the cons tant  K,  we choose A ' such  t h a t  K / A < I ,  






(] __ ~ ) - 1  = (] + 
On the " s t ra igh t  l ines" ~ = a  ~, v =  b ~ we have  then  
where 6=A2/ (a+b)  and a = [ 0 * + z * ]  ~. Hav ing  found a dominan t  for Q, we 
define the functions F(")(Q, r) b y  the recursion relation 
a n 
f - - l {  g,a_l, g,._1,+ a ~  F(") -- a2- 4aa + 4 . 1 
(3.19) 8 ( n - ~ )  o 
We now choose Ei~176 f rom which we see . immedia te ly  tha t  E(x)<<F I~ 
since 0 ~ a ~ t ,  0 ~ b ~ 1 and  a s + b 2 = 1. Upon  repeat ing this process for n ~ t 
and  using the proper t ies  of the dominants ,  we find tha t  E~")<<F(") where the 
a rguments  in (3.t9) are still ~ = a  ~ and  v = b  a. 
We now assert  t ha t  for n sufficiently large 
(3.2o) 
and 
(3.2t) lira Cn 
We prove  this b y  induction.  Firs t  it is noted tha t  (3.20) is t r ivia l ly  t rue for 
n = 0 1  Let  us assume it is t rue  for n - -  1. Then on 0 = a  ~, v = b  ~ with  a~+b2=t ,  
we have  
4a  o.FQ'~- ')+ 4 F  t"- ' ) -]-  4b o-Ft~-')  + 2 F ~ " - ' ) +  8 B  (1 - -  ~_) : 'F  ("-x) 
where 
b 
Now since 0 is fixed, an n o can be chosen sufficiently large t ha t  
b 
- ~ { a b ' + b a ' + a - ? ~ - b - 2 B n 6 ~ 2 1 } < t  for n ~ n  o. 
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Since a s + M< 1, we have from (3.t9) 
n n(n-- l )Cn_t  o ~ da d___a I_ d _  a 
0 
We also have that  
2 d a~- +1 o.~ n- o ~  
n + 2  da ( ,__~)n ('___~)n+t { t + n - 2  




(n-i)  ~" 
and this is the form (3.20) with 
Now we return to the series 
so that  (3.2t) is also satisfied. 
of Lemma 2. We have shown that  
Now the series 
~ H (") F" 
it=0 
is ma~orized by the series 
f l =O  n = 0  
and this will converge uniformly arid absolutely when 




whose convergence we wish to s tudy.  Let us first observe that  
I~1 = IV~W4-~l < 151 + I~1, 
Further for 1 ,1~-  - 151 < K ~ ,  lz I ~K/2, Ir ~_K/2, I~1 < K ~ ,  and 
151 + I~1 ___2K~ so that .  
oo 
C n ~r | 
C•_I  ~$ 1 
I t  is now a simple task to complete the proof 
hence [F[~_ 
_n _n -1 n - I  
~ - - 2  o 2 





H(') r" _ y~ l C. I a-" (2 x2)- ~ _ 
n ~ 0  
I t  is also to be noted  tha t  since 6=A2/(a+b) , .a2+b2=l  and a and b are 
positive, 1/6<2/A ~ and t /6 ~ t/A 2. Hence we have finally 
y ,H~"r"  _~ y, l c . l f 4 ~ l ' l ~ -  2~'I-" 
. = 0  . = 0  k A 2  ] k ~ f f - ]  ' 
and this series converges for 6K2<.4 2.* This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
There  is a modificat ion of the representat ion (3.t) which can be obtained 
from the following lemma. 
L e m m a  3. The/unctions H (') defined by the recursion relation (3.14) satisly 
(3.23) H (k) (r, z, ~') = H  (") (r, z, ~). 
We prove this by  induction,  since H(o)~t,  (3.23) is t rue  for n = 0 .  Let  
us assume (3.23) is t rue  for n - - t  and consider the recursion formula (3.14) 
for ~. Upon put t ing  Wl")(r, z, ~ ) = H  I") (r, z, ~), we obtain 
4 [n --  }] [r ~v~ ") + (z -- ~) ~ ' )  + n ~v 1"1] = - -  t [ ~ 0 ( " - l ) ]  , 
and the conjugate  of this is 
(3.24) 4 [n --  }] [r ~ p ) +  (z - - r  n ~r = --  L [~("-~)]. 
The  induct ion hypothesis  states tha t  ~ ( " - ~ ) = H  I"-xl, so tha t  if we subtract  
equat ion (3.24) from (3.t4), we get 
m .  [~ l - )  _ HI-)]  _-- o .  
But  we have just  seen tha t  this implies ~(") ---- H("), and this is (3.23). For  the 
function S (r, z, ~) of Lemma 2 we have 
s (,, ~, ~){,2+ (z-r ~ n(-, (,, ~, r + (~- ~),}.-89 
(3 .25)  . = o  
oo 
---- ~, H I") (r, z, r {r 2 + (z -- ~-)2}.-~. 
Le t  us suppose now tha t  the region R of Theorem 2 has the 'special p roper ty  
tha t  if it con ta ins  the point  ~ = z + i r ,  it contair,s the segment $ = z + i o ,  
--r<__QNr. Such a region will be called simple. If  we now choose this segment 
as the pa th  of integrat ion in the representat ion (3.t 5), we find tha t  
r 
(3.26) u(r,z) = f s ( , ,  : , , +  ie)k(, +,0) ( ,2- e>-,ee 
' *  With little effort the constant 6 may be reduced to 2(t+]/}),  but the main 
issue is that  K*/A 2 be less than uaity. 
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But g(~)=u(O, ~) and hence is real for ~ real, tha t  is, g(~)=g(~). Accordingly, 
we may  write (3.26) as 
(3.27) u(r,z) =~ f (r'--O*)-*ReES(r,z,z+ie)g(z+ie)qde. 
0 
We shall see presently that  (3.27) will be useful in some special cases. 
There is another property of the functions H (~) and the series S formed 
from them which we wish to point out. With  the function S defined as in 
Lemma 2 and observing the mode of construction of the H I~), we have the 
following lemma. 
L e m m a  4. I f  ~ is real and the operator L is defined as in (2.t), the function 
V(r, z, ~) = S (r, z, ~) [r~ + ( z -  ~)~]-~ 
will satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) L(V)----O /or (r,z)=t=(O,~) 
and 
(ii) V,(o ,z ,~)=O /or z@~. 
The condition (ii) follows from the requirement that  V is a RSF  in any region 
which intersects r = O  and does not contain z=~.  
4. A Regularity Property 
In  Theorem 2 we demonstrated tha t  for a real analytic function g (z) on a 
segment $ of the z-axis to be the boundary value of a R S F  in a region R, it was 
sufficient tha t  the extension g (~) to complex ~ be analytic in R. We now prove 
in this section that  this condition is also necessary. We have here 
T h e o r e m &  Suppose u(r, z) is a R S F  in a region R with ~=R~(r- - - -0) .  
Then the function g(~) which is the extension to complex ~ = z  + i r of u(O, z) on 
is analytic in R. 
The proof of this theorem follows that  of ERDI~LYI [2] for the special case 
of equation (t . t) .  From Lemma 4 we have at our disposal a solution V(r, z, ~) 
of equation (2.1) with a singular point on the axis of symmetry.  Let 7, denote 
a semi-circle of radius e about the point (0, ~). Since S (r, z, ~) is an analytic 
function for (r, z) in the neighborhood of (0, ~), we have 
(4.t) a V(r, z,~) = S , - '  + o ( ,  -1) 
where (r, z) is on 7, and ~" denotes the normal on 7, directed toward (0, ~). 
Now we apply Green's theorem [2] to obtain 
a s  = f f , { - e E , 3 - v e E u J } d r d z  
C D 
which is valid for any two functions u and v of class C {2) in a domain D bounded 
by  a curve C which is sufficiently smooth. The normal ~ denotes the exterior 
normal to D, and the operator e is defined by  
e [ l ]= t , ,+ r -~ l ,+ l , .  
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I~et R be the  region of Theorem 3. B y  definit ion R is symmet r i c  wi th  respect  
to r = 0 .  Let  C, denote  R ~ ( r = 0 )  minus  the  segment  r = 0 ,  [ z - - Z / ~ e  and  C 1 
the complement  of C, + 7 ,  wi th  respect  to C, the  p a t h  C having  been closed in 
the  half  p lane  r > 0 .  Now we a p p l y *  (4.2) wi th  u the  R S F  of Theorem 3, 
v ~- V(r, z, ~) and  D the  domain  bounded  b y  C 1, C, and  7,.  Since u is a RSF,  
it  follows tha t  u~-~ 0 on C,, and  b y  L e m m a  4 we also have  t ha t  V~ = 0 on C,. 
I f  we take  the l imit  e--~0 and use (4A), we obta in  
(4.)) u(0,~) = z c - '  f r I u  8V _ v OU]ds. 
3 [ 8,, 8,,] 
Ct 
F r o m  L e m m a  2 we have  t ha t  V is an analyt ic  function of (r, z, r as long as 
(r, z) 4: (0, ~). I t  is thus  permissible to allow r to become complex,  and u (0, ~) 
will be  an analyt ic  function of r as long as 
r* + (z - r 4: 0,  (r, z) e C1, 
t ha t  is, for ~ 4: z-4-i r, (r, z)E C1. Hence  as long as r is interior  to the region 
bounded  b y  C and its image with  respect  to r = 0, u (0, ~) is an analyt ic  function 
of ~. 
5. Some Special Cases 
The  representa t ions  we have  developed simplify considerably in the  special 
case t h a t  q is independent  of z. Le t  us suppose t ha t  q(r, z ) = / ( r ) ,  where now 
/(r) is an analyt ic  funct ion of r * .  F r o m  equat ion (3A7) we obta in  the  following 
result  immedia te ly .  
Lemma 5. I /  q (r, z) is independent o/ z, the/unctions H (~) satisfy 
H (") (r, z, r  h (") (r), H (~ (r) ------ i 
and h (n) (r) is real /or  real r. 
Let  us now suppose t ha t  the  region R is simple. Then  (3.26) 'applies, and 
f rom L e m m a  5 we have  t h a t  S (r, z, ~) F " - t  is real for ~---- z + i 0" For  q inde- 
pendent  of z, we write S (r, z, z + i 0) = G (r, 0), and (3.26) becomes 
T 
(5.1) u (r, z) --  f (r2 --  02)-  G (r, 0) Re ] (z + i 0) d 0. 
0 
The  funct ion 9 (0, z ) =  R e / ( z  + i O) is a harmonic  function in the  two var iables  
z and  0, and it is regular  in the  same region R as / (~) = u (0, ~). We fur ther  note  
t ha t  the  c o n d i t i o n / ( ~ ) = / ( ~ )  implies t ha t  9(0, z) is a harmonic  function which 
is symmet r i c  in r, t ha t  is, 9 (0, z) = T ( - -  0, z). 
There  is ano ther  t ype  of inversion formula  by  means  of which we can recover  
the  harmonic  funct ion 9 (0, z) f rom the R S F  u (r, z). We int roduce the  var iables  
 =r2, 
* We have assumed here that  the RSF  u of Theorem 3 is of class C(*) in R. If  
it is not, we apply the same method to a slightly smaller region R'  contained in R. 
Then the analyticity of u in R shows tha t  the hypotheses of (4.2) are satisfied. 
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in (5.1). Then for each fixed z, (5.1) becomes 
~t 
(5.2) u(~, z )=z~- l f  (~-fl)-~G(V~, Vfl)q~(fl, z) dfl. 
0 
Since the H I") are analytic functions of r ~ so are the h I"l. Hence G (V~, Vfl) is 
an analytic function of ~ and fl and indeed 
oo 
(s.3) ~(V;,, Vf i )=  Y, g(">(~-~)", g(o) _=t.  
k=0 
For each fixed z, (5.2) is then a Volterra integral equation for q)(fl, z), the range 
of fl being 0 < f l <  bl (z) where r =  b 1 (z) is the equation which defines the boundary 
of R. 
Equation (5.2) may be converted into an integral equation of the second 
kind by means of the following lemma. 
Lemma 6. The integral operator T given by 
0 




/or all /unctions g(fi) which are continuous on O~f l~b.  
From Lemma 6 and equation (5.3) we may now rewrite (5.2) as 
~ _ ~ , ) . - ~ g ( . ) 0 ' )  r  z) d~, = r -~ U,  
7r - - 1  
which is an integral equation of the second kind. 
We now specialize our results further by supposing that  q (r, z) is a constant/ , .  
It  is easily verified by induction that  (3.26) yields in this case 
H(~) -  (--)"#" 
sO that (2,,)! 
S(r,z,~)F-~=~, ( - : :  [ : +  (z-~)~]"-6 
. = o  (2n) !  
= [ :  + (z - ~)']-~ cos {~ [ :  + (z - r  
In this case (3.14) and (3A5) yield the form which HENRICI gives in [3] once a 
minor change of variables is made, and, if p = 0, they yield the Laplace integral 
(t.2). In this special case, the inversion formula for equation (5.2) can be ob- 
tained explicitly, and indeed we have 
r 
= 89 f(r'--e)-'cosh{[.(r'--:)]}-'u(e,z)de. 
0 
This result  has been very useful in the study of the diffraction of sound waves 
by a circular disk [7]. 
This work was supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. 
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